Endodontic Retreatment of A Mandibular Canine with Two Roots and Two Canals CBCT
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Knowledge of root canal anatomy is an important part of root canal treatment. Mandibular canines usually contain one root with one canal, but anatomical variation may be seen. This paper describes a non-surgical root canal retreatment of mandibular canine with two roots and two separate canals. Clinicians must be able to identify the different variations to be able to successfully diagnose and manage their cases.
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INTRODUCTION

The mandibular canine is an important tooth in the dental arch. Its long and stable root gives it an advantage of being useful in giving support in a prosthesis due to its proprioceptive properties that guides the masticatory function and its role in occlusal guidance during the eccentric movements and posterior disocclusion.1 Mandibular canine is known for its one root and single canal. Variation may occur but is uncommon. The studies of Greene, Hess and Vertucci revealed 13%, 15% and 18% of two canals in a single root of mandibular canines respectively2, but the occurrence of two roots and even more than two canals is rare, ranging from 1 to 5%.3 Pécora JD et al also studied the internal anatomy, the direction and the number of roots of the mandibular canines. The study was done on 830 mandibular canines, and the results showed that 98.3% had only one root and of these 97.2% had one canal and one opening orifice, 4.9% two canals and one orifice, 1.2% two canals and two orifices. Two canals and two roots were present in only 1.7% of the cases.2 The aim of endodontic treatment is to eliminate the infection from the root canal and to prevent the reinfection.5 Knowledge of the root canal anatomy contributes to the success of the treatment. This article reports a clinical case of nonsurgical endodontic retreatment of mandibular canine with two roots and two canals.

CASE REPORT

A 43-year-old female patient with no relevant past medical history was referred to the clinical endodontic undergraduate course for retreatment of lower right canine. History of treatment was done 8 years ago. Past dental history showed multiple root canal treatments and restorations. Preoperative periapical radiograph of tooth number #43 showed mesial and distal caries, under filled obturation, periapical lesion, and widening of the PDL [Figure 1]. Upon clinical examination, the tooth was negative to percussion and palpation. With thermal testing, the tooth showed negative response. Tooth was diagnosed as previously treated with asymptomatic apical periodontitis. No mobility or deep pockets were found and the access cavity was closed with composite. The endodontic treatment plan was nonsurgical root canal retreatment.

From the periapical radiograph, a second root was suspected. To confirm this, further radiographic imaging using small field of view CBCT was taken after gutta percha removal and the tooth showed two separate roots with two separate canals [Figure 2]. The treatment was scheduled and initiated after obtaining a written informed consent from the patient. Local anesthesia (2% Xylocaine with 1: 80, 000 epinephrine) was introduced through infiltration and the tooth was isolated with a rubber dam using Ivory 9 clamp. Composite restoration from the previous access cavity was removed with a long shank round bur and the lingual orifice was located. To locate the buccal canal, the cavity was
extended buccally. After successfully locating both orifices, chloroform was used carefully as solvent with H-files to remove the previous gutta percha in the lingual canal. Upon negotiation the buccal canal, a size 8 K-File was fractured but was bypassed. Working length of both canals was measured using an apex locator Root ZX II (J. Morita, Tokyo, Japan), and was confirmed radiographically [Figure 3a]. Instrumentation was done using step-back technique with hand files. K-files up to size 35 were used while irrigating with 1% sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) and 17% ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). Both canals were dried with paper points and master cone radiograph was taken [Figure 3b]. After the length of master apical cone was confirmed, obturation with gutta percha using cold lateral condensation and AH-Plus Sealer (Dentsply Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland) was done [Figure 3c]. After the root canal treatment, the tooth was restored with composite and final radiograph was taken.

**DISCUSSION**

The inability to treat all the canals is one of the causes leading to endodontic failure. In a study by Hoen and Pink, it was found that the incidence of missed canals were reported to be 42% of all the 1100 endodontically failing teeth. Each tooth has a range of variation as reported in the literature. The occurrence of two roots and two separate root canals in mandibular canine is rare and literature search has revealed 5%, 1% and 1.2% cases with two roots and two root canals respectively. The patient seen was a female and it was found that the incidence of two canals in mandibular canine was reported in female more than the male.

Mandibular canines with two roots are more difficult to instrument and clean than single rooted canines. The long axis of the canal meets the crown surface at the incisal edge or on its labial surface. If this is not taken into consideration, it may lead to a preparation that is deviated. Versiani et al reported that in all two-rooted mandibular canines, the main apical foramen tends to be located eccentrically. Therefore, the possibility of overinstrumentation is high. Access cavity preparation can a challenging and frustrating part of endodontic treatment, but it is the key to successful treatment. That is why the majority of the problems that occur during the root canal treatment are due to the insufficient knowledge of the anatomy of the pulp space. The factors which were found most responsible for endodontic failures were underfilled canals (33.3%) and unfilled and missed canals (17.7%), both which are seen in this case report. Radiography is an essential tool to successful diagnosis of odontogenic and nonodontogenic pathoses. Not only does it provide information on the morphology of the tooth including location and number of canals, but it also shows us the pulp chamber size and degree of calcification, root structure, direction and curvature, fractures, and the extent of dental caries. The image produced in a conventional intraoral radiograph is a two-dimensional representation of a three-dimensional object. Therefore when there is complex or unusual anatomy, it is best to take a CBCT. The most important advantage of CBCT in endodontics is that it demonstrates anatomic features in 3D that intraoral and panoramic images cannot. Another advantage is on-screen measurements are free from distortion and magnification.

Clinicians should be able to study the anatomy in the preoperative radiograph and should be able to keep in mind the different anatomical variations seen. A good access cavity will help in detecting all the canals. These techniques combined with the use of magnification tools (magnification loupes or microscope) aid in the treatment. In addition, different angulated intraoral radiographs and CBCT could aid in diagnosis.

**CONCLUSION**

Although the presence of two roots in a mandibular canine is rare, the clinician should always keep in mind the different anatomical and morphological variations seen in canals and be able to diagnose before starting treatment for
a successful outcome. With the help of CBCT, endodontic retreatment of mandibular canine with two separate roots was completed successfully.
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